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Abstract: Motivated by theories of Neutral Naturalness, we argue that Mirror Stars
are a generic possibility in any hidden sector with analogues of Standard Model (SM)
electromagnetism and nuclear physics. We show that if there exists a tiny kinetic mixing
between the dark photon and the SM photon, Mirror Stars capture SM matter from the
interstellar medium, which accumulates in the core of the Mirror Star and radiates in the
visible spectrum. This signature is similar to, but in most cases much fainter than, ordinary
white dwarfs. We also show for the first time that in the presence of captured SM matter,
a fraction of dark photons from the core of the Mirror Star convert directly to SM photons,
which leads to an X-ray signal that represents a direct probe of the properties of the Mirror
Star core. These two signatures together are a highly distinctive, smoking gun signature
of Mirror Stars. We show that Mirror Stars could be discovered in both optical and X-ray
searches up to approximately 100-1000 light years away, for a range of well-motivated values
of the kinetic mixing parameter.
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1 Introduction
With the conspicuous absence of new physics at colliders to date, the hierarchy problem
remains as problematic and urgent as ever. With most canonical models of physics beyond
the Standard Model under experimental tension, the key challenge is to find well-motivated
models with testable signatures that could have escaped searches to date. Dark Matter
(DM) searches have also yet to bear fruit; however most constraints on dark matter models
generally assume a simplistic dark sector in which all of the dark matter is comprised of
a single species. Appealing though this possibility is, it is not clear that it is the most
well-motivated scenario. Perhaps more compelling is the idea that the dark sector could
be non-minimal, in the sense of consisting of more than one stable relic with nontrivial
interactions, or a spectrum of composite states [1–5]. If the dark sector is related to the
Standard Model (SM) by any kind of symmetry, which would be the case if the new physics
is connected to the hierarchy problem as in the Minimal Twin Higgs [6], then the complexity
of the Standard Model itself might motivate a non-minimal dark sector. Understanding the
possible signatures of Dark Complexity is therefore an important and timely challenge.
There has been significant progress along these lines in recent years; for instance models
of DM featuring additional interactions or a small number of states [7–25]. Although these
approaches capture some of the possibilities of Dark Complexity, their relative simplicity
still limits the range of phenomena that can be explored. More complicated dark sector
models [7, 8, 26–50] have been examined, but in general the study of Dark Complexity is
made daunting by the vast multitude of possibilities, making it difficult to make concrete
physical predictions or identify the most motivated scenarios.
One way of making progress in the study of Dark Complexity is to consider those dark
sectors that are related to the SM by symmetry. Hence the idea of amirror sector [6, 51–54].
A mirror sector is directly related to the SM via a discrete symmetry like a Z2 symmetry,
which, depending on the model, may be more or less exact. The symmetry would dictate
that states in the mirror sector analogous to SM matter are charged under a copy of the
Standard Model gauge group: SU(3)′c×SU(2)′L×U(1)′Y , though the parameters and masses
involved may be different. The relation of these mirror sectors to the SM makes it possible
to compute a large range of complex physical predictions. Despite these similarities, the
physical realizations of dark sector dynamics can be greatly modified compared to the
visible sector if the Z2 symmetry is not exact. These close cousins of the SM sector have
not received much attention as dark sector candidates so far.
As it turns out, dark mirror sectors are not only quite predictive but also fundamentally
motivated, since they play a central role in theories of Neutral Naturalness, in particular
the Mirror Twin Higgs (MTH) [6, 55, 56]. These models solve the little hierarchy problem
by protecting the Higgs via a discrete symmetry that gives rise to one (or more [57]) dark
mirror sectors. The new top partner states that regulate the top contributions to the Higgs
mass at the TeV scale are therefore charged under a mirror-QCD force, rather than SM
QCD. This means that Neutral Naturalness, unlike e.g. minimal supersymmetry, does
not generate colored top partner signatures, making these theories compatible with LHC
exclusions [58–64]. Notably, this does not simply remove all signatures of naturalness –
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novel collider or cosmological signatures are of the essence.
The original minimal MTH model [6] is perhaps the most appealing of these theories.
The mirror sector is related to the SM by a Z2 symmetry that is only softly broken by
a higher scale of electroweak symmetry breaking in the mirror sector, giving vB/vA ∼
3 − 5 at the cost of a modest tuning ∼ (vB/vA)2, and predicting new exotic decays of
the 125 GeV Higgs boson into the mirror sector with Br ∼ (vA/vB)2. Such decays are
not excluded by LHC data at the O(10%) level, motivating vB/vA & 3 [65]. At a scale
above several TeV, the model can be UV-completed in supersymmetric, extra-dimensional
or composite frameworks [66–76]. Unfortunately, the minimal MTH theory gives rise to an
unacceptable cosmological history, since the mirror and visible sectors are kept in thermal
equilibrium by SM-mirror Higgs mixing until temperatures of a few GeV [55], resulting in a
very large ∆Neff = 5.7 [77, 78], in conflict with current bounds [79] Fortunately, there are
two simple solutions to this inconsistency, which are illustrative of the collider-cosmology
complementarity of hidden sector experimental signatures.
One approach is hard breaking of the Z2 symmetry to various degrees to remove the
light degrees of freedom [38, 80–82], the most extreme case of this being the Fraternal
Twin Higgs [83], which preservers only the minimal third generation mirror components
necessary to stabilize the Higgs. These families of theories make the mirror sector unstable,
thereby eliminating cosmological problems, but in doing so give rise to spectacular Long-
Lived Particle (LLP) signatures that can be effectively probed at the LHC [84–86]. Various
thermal or asymmetric DM scenarios can arise or be embedded in these theories [35–37, 87,
88].
Another possibility is that the cosmological problems are solved by dilution of the
mirror sector abundance. This is the idea of the asymmetrically reheated Mirror Twin
Higgs framework [77, 78]. Following a period of matter domination after decoupling of the
two sectors, a late-time decay that favors the visible sector instead of the mirror sector can
naturally lower the temperature of the mirror sector relative to the SM, reducing ∆Neff
below current bounds but not out of future observational reach. A particularly predictive
variant is the νMTH [77], in which the decay of GeV-scale right-handed neutrinos dilutes
the mirror sector by v2A/v
2
B, allowing a nonzero detection of ∆Neff to be be correlated with
a nonzero detection of Br(h→ invisible) due to exotic Higgs decays into the invisible stable
mirror sector.
The asymmetrically reheated Mirror Twin Higgs framework provides an excellent case
study of Dark Complexity that is predictive ultimately because of its connection to a fun-
damental puzzle, in this case the hierarchy problem. If baryogenesis occurs in both sectors,
a subdominant fraction of DM would be made up of mirror baryons, giving rise to rich cos-
mological signals in the Cosmic Microwave Background and Large Scale Structure [26]. The
mirror baryons in our galaxy could also be observed in DM direct detection experiments,
which would provide information on the particle content of the mirror sector as well as
the distributions of mirror baryons in our galaxy [89]. Finally, these mirror baryons could
cool and clump to form Mirror Stars, fusing mirror nuclei and shining in mirror photons in
analogy to our SM stars.
The MTH example illustrates that Mirror Stars are a striking and generic consequence
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of Dark Complexity, which can arise whenever the dark sector features analogues of electro-
magnetism and nuclear physics. The possibility that some fraction of DM could form Mirror
Stars is extremely intriguing. Their precise distribution in our galaxy is difficult to predict
in detail, since mirror-baryonic-feedback processes during galaxy formation make the col-
lapse of the mirror halo even more formidably complicated than the SM visible halo [89],
but the observational signatures of Mirror Stars, once understood, could be a generic probe
of a wide class of Dark Complexity scenarios.
Mirror Stars have been discussed before in the context of an exact mirror sector (i.e.
vA = vB) [41–43], but there has not been a careful discussion of their general nature
or a concrete estimate of their visible signatures. It is therefore our aim to determine
whether Mirror Stars have a signal in SM photons that could be detected in astrophysical
observations.
We demonstrate in this paper that Mirror Stars lead to spectacular astrophysical sig-
natures if the SM (Aµ) and mirror (AµD) photons have a kinetic mixing

2FµνF
µν
D [51]. This
kinetic mixing does not violate any current cosmological or astrophysical constraints for
 . 10−9 [26, 90]. In fact, a small mixing parameter is expected to exist, since this renor-
malizable portal could be generated at any scale and is not forbidden by symmetries. For
example, the minimal Mirror Twin Higgs, where the low-energy degrees of freedom do not
generate this mixing at up to 3 loop order [6], may naturally give rise to a 4-loop contribu-
tion in the range  ∼ 10−13− 10−10 [91]. We show that that such tiny values are exactly of
the right order to make Mirror Stars observable.
The detection principle is as follows. As long as this kinetic mixing exists, Mirror Stars
will capture SM matter from the interstellar medium, which quickly accumulates to form a
“SM nugget” in the core of the Mirror Star. This nugget will be heated up to temperatures
T ∼ 104 K by the 2-suppressed interactions with the mirror stellar matter, which gives
rise to an optical signal similar to, but usually much fainter than, standard white dwarfs.
Additionally, we show for the first time that thermal mirror photons from the Mirror Star
core will undergo mirror Thomson conversion, where the captured SM matter acts as a
catalyst to convert mirror X-ray photons to SM X-ray photons. A fraction of these X-rays
are able to escape the Mirror Star core, providing a direct window into the Mirror Star
interior at an energy scale set by the Mirror Star core temperature. Thus Mirror Stars
exhibit a distinctive double signature in both visible and X-ray frequencies, which, if the
Mirror Stars are in our stellar neighborhood, can be discovered in both optical and X-ray
searches.
In a companion letter [92] we show how to estimate these signatures using simplified
calculations in the regime in which the SM nugget is optically thin to thermal photons, which
covers most of the benchmarks we consider. In this paper we will present the full calculations
and discuss important situations in which the assumptions of [92] break down, although we
emphasize that the simpler calculations are often sufficient for order of magnitude estimates.
We present an overview of the Mirror Star detection principles and an outline of our
calculation in Section 2. The signal of Mirror Stars obviously depends not only on the
hidden sector particle content and , but also on the macroscopic properties of Mirror
Stars themselves. We will study mirror astrophysics in an upcoming work, but defer the
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problem for now by defining benchmark Mirror Stars that are based on the SM in Section 3.
Sections 4 and 5 show how to compute the properties of the captured SM matter and its
emission spectrum, which are almost completely determined by the Mirror Star mass, age
and core temperature. This makes future application of our methods to more general
hidden sectors and their Mirror Stars straightforward. In Section 6 we apply these methods
to our benchmark stars and show they could be discoverable in optical surveys like Gaia
and dedicated X-ray observations out to distances in excess of 100 light years. We conclude
with Section 7.
2 Overview
We start by discussing the physical principles that allow Mirror Stars to be observed, and
lay out our calculation to determine their signal.
2.1 Mirror Star Detection principle
The basic principle for the detection of Mirror Stars relies very little on the specifics of the
mirror stellar physics. For the purposes of an overview in this section we will consider a
dark sector with a dark electron eD, and some form of nuclear physics which converts some
dark species HD into another species HeD, providing a source of energy. HD and HeD will
be our mirror ‘nuclei’. We will further assume that all of these species have charges under
the dark U(1) mediated by a massless dark photon.1
Crucial to the detectability of Mirror Stars is the existence of a small mixing between
the SM photon and the mirror photon:
Lmix = −1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
4
FDµνF
µν
D −

2
FµνF
µν
D
+ eγµ(i∂
µ +QAµ −me)e+ eDγµ(i∂µ +QDAµD −meD)eD, (2.1)
where we show only the electron and dark electron in the interaction Lagrangian.
As we explain below, there is a basis freedom when dealing with a massless dark
photon [51]. Removing the kinetic mixing term in (2.1) does not uniquely specify a basis
for the two photons. For simplicity we will stick with the basis in which mirror particles
with charge QD end up with a ‘millicharge’ QD under the SM photon. In this basis the
Lagrangian is, to leading order in :
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
4
FDµνF
µν
D
+ eγµ(i∂
µ +QAµ −me)e+ eDγµ(i∂µ +QDAµD − QDAµ −meD)eD. (2.2)
The bounds on  for a massless dark photon are model dependent, depending on the mass
of the lightest particle charged under the dark U(1). In a MTH scenario in which the
1Inside the Mirror Star, the dark photon would acquire a small thermal mass [93]. However, this does
not change our discussion below or our physical predictions, since it does not significantly affect the relevant
interactions between SM matter and mirror matter.
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Figure 1: The various important interactions between photons and matter / mirror matter: a)
nucleus - mirror nucleus scattering, b) conversion of mirror photons to SM photons via Thomson-
like scattering with SM matter, c) absorption of SM photons via free-free absorption, or inverse
bremsstrahlung. γeD is defined to be the state that couples to mirror matter. In the basis of (2.2),
|AµeD 〉 = |AµD〉 −  |Aµ〉.
mirror electron is 3-5 times heavier than the SM electron, the bounds are approximately
 ≤ 10−9 [26, 90]. This comes from both supernovae cooling and requiring that the mirror
sector, which is at a lower temperature than the SM sector due to the asymmetric reheat-
ing mechanism, is not reheated by interactions with the SM, which would generate large
contributions to ∆Neff .
Although the orthonormal basis defined in equation (2.2) is the |Aµ〉, |AµD〉 basis, in
which Aµ couples to eD but A
µ
D does not couple to e, it is more useful to think in terms of
|Aµe 〉 = |Aµ〉 and |AµeD〉 = |AµD〉 −  |Aµ〉. These states do not form an orthonormal basis,
but they represent the states which interact with, and are emitted by, matter and mirror
matter respectively. In this picture, interactions between matter and mirror matter are
possible because of the overlap between these two states: | 〈Aµe |AµeD〉 |2 = 2. As we will
see, this picture is helpful to understand which processes do and do not contribute to the
Mirror Star signal.
There is an 2 suppressed interaction between SM nuclei and mirror nuclei, due (in
this basis) to exchange of a SM photon (see Figure 1 a). Crucially, this means that the
Mirror Star will be able to capture SM matter from the interstellar medium. Although
this interaction is small, it can over the course of the star’s lifetime lead to substantial
accumulation of SM matter in the Mirror Star’s gravitational well. Furthermore, once
enough material has accumulated it can also self-capture more material due to SM-SM
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interactions which are not suppressed by .
Via the same interaction shown in Figure 1 a), the captured SM matter is coupled
weakly to the Mirror Star thermal bath; the hot mirror stellar material can heat up the
captured material via SM nucleus–mirror nucleus collisions. Since the SM is a ‘dissipative’
sector, there are various, purely SM mechanisms by which it can cool. Since the heating is
suppressed while the cooling is unsuppressed, it is not a priori clear whether the SM nugget
will reach thermal equilibrium with the star. The temperature of the nugget is therefore an
important result of our calculation, since it determines the emission spectrum of the nugget
and hence the properties of the signal.
Standard Model matter accumulated in the Mirror Star core will also induce mirror
photon conversion, whereby mirror photons are directly converted into SM photons. This
process in shown in Figure 1 b): a mirror photon emitted by the mirror stellar matter is
absorbed by a SM electron and re-emitted as a SM photon. This process is analogous to
Thomson scattering, and the cross section is the same up to an 2 suppression. Once con-
verted, the new SM photon Aµe has a low probability of interacting with the millicharged
mirror matter, and therefore has a chance of escaping the Mirror Star without being reab-
sorbed. This means that converted photons can be a direct probe of the Mirror Star core.
The intensity and shape of this conversion signal is another important property we wish to
calculate in detail.
While most SM photons emitted or converted by the captured SM matter escape the
Mirror Star in most cases, free-free absorption (or inverse bremsstrahlung) of a SM photon
by mirror matter can occur, and is shown in Figure 1 c. This can attenuate the SM photon
signal as it travels through the highly ionized mirror stellar material.2
We summarise the main observable signals from the Mirror Star in Figure 2, which
are (i) the thermal SM emission of the captured SM material, which as we will show later
in this paper is expected to be in the visible part of the spectrum; (2) the emission of
converted photons from the core of the Mirror Star, which have energies characteristic of
the Mirror Star core temperature. If the Mirror Star is sufficiently similar to SM stars,
with core temperatures O(107K), these photons will in the X-ray spectrum. These X-ray
photons will have to escape the SM nugget in order to be observable, and many of them
will be absorbed by captured SM atoms before they can escape. An important part of
our calculation will therefore be determining the fraction of X-rays that escape, and also
the shape of the emerging spectrum. For this reason we have indicated in the diagram
an X-ray ‘photosphere’, defined such that photons which convert outside this radius will
escape the nugget, while those that convert inside are unlikely to escape. Crucially, we
show that nugget is small enough to be completely contained within the Mirror Star core
for our benchmark stars. This means that the conversion rate is constant per unit mass
of SM matter, so there will always be some fraction of X-rays that convert outside the
photosphere and are able to escape.3
2Importantly, the reverse process NDeD → NDeDγ, with γ reaching our telescopes from all parts of the
Mirror Star interior, does not occur, because a mirror electron will emit a γeD , for which the mirror stellar
matter is opaque.
3Compare this to X-ray SM photons in the core of a normal star, which can never ‘escape’ – fusion
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Mirror nuclear fusion
X-ray conversion
SM visible photon
SM X-ray photon
Mirror photon
X-ray photosphere
Figure 2: Interior of a Mirror Star. Mirror matter is shown grey, captured SM matter in red.
The star symbols illustrate why we expect to see X-rays from the Mirror Star core; mirror fusion
reactions (yellow stars) produce energy and high energy photons, however these do not escape the
star because they only occur in the core. X-ray conversion (green stars) occurs at a constant rate
per unit mass of the SM nugget, which is small enough to be contained within the Mirror Star core,
so conversions happening near the surface of the nugget will escape the star. Also shown is the 2
suppressed surface signal, which is expected to be negligible compared to the X-ray and thermal
nugget emission.
In the same figure we also show the surface emission of the Mirror Star into mirror
photons, which is in principle detectable due to the small overlap of the emitted AµeD state
with the SM photon. This means we can potentially observe the surface luminosity of
the Mirror Star at 2 times its mirror luminosity. However, this signal is many orders
of magnitude smaller than the signatures of the SM nugget, which are direct SM photon
signals.
2.2 Structure of calculation
Here we will briefly outline the structure of the calculation and the relevant pieces needed
for an estimate of the intensity and spectral shape of the Mirror Star signatures. Figure 3
shows the different pieces of the computation and their various dependencies, assuming
the structure of the Mirror Star (radial profiles of density, temperature and composition)
are known. The starting point is the calculation of the capture rate of matter from the
interstellar medium. This has two components: mirror capture, which is capture due to
scattering of incoming species from mirror nuclei, and self capture, which is capture due
rates are not constant per unit mass and take place only at the core of the star, which is well within the
photosphere and completely opaque.
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Mirror Capture Rate
Ccapmirror ~ ϵ2
Amount Captured
NSM = nISM Ccap tstar
Self Capture Rate (geometrical) 
Cgeoself ~ Rnugget2
SM Nugget Profile 
Rnugget ~ Teq1/2
Ionization and
optical depths.
(Correct assumption?)
Heating Rates
~ ϵ2
Cooling Rate
by thermal emission
SM Nugget
Temperature
Teq
X-ray conversion
~ ϵ2
Detectable Mirror Star Signal
thermal emission from SM nugget + direct conversion of core mirror photons
Attenuation 
in Mirror Star?
Evaporation?
Figure 3: Outline of computation of Mirror Star signal, assuming we know the radial temperature,
density and composition profiles of the Mirror Star. We also assume that the nugget is either
optically thin or thick to thermal photons and check whether this is consistent with the obtained SM
nugget profile. The components in yellow are the focus of Section 4, and determine the structure of
the nugget (size and density) assuming that we know its equilibrium temperature. The components
in green are the focus of Section 5, in which we calculate the temperature of the nugget assuming
we know its structure. Thus the results of Sections 4 and 5 together allow a consistent solution for
all of the nugget’s properties. Once the structure is obtained the calculation of the signal is shown
in Section 6.
to scattering from SM particles that have already been captured. The self capture rate
requires knowledge of the properties of the nugget of accumulated matter, in particular the
size of the nugget, which depends on its temperature. On the other hand once we know the
temperature of the nugget we can estimate its structure, the level of ionization and whether
it is optically thick or thin to photons of different frequencies. This will in turn determine
which cooling processes are efficient, and the overal rate of cooling of the nugget.
Section 4 is devoted to the calculation of the capture rate and the structure of the
nugget, which are both determined assuming we know the temperature of the nugget. In
Section 5 we calculate the heating and cooling rates as a function of the structure (size and
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M
Msun
He %
by mass
R
Rsun
Tcore
107K
ncore
1024cm−3
L
Lsun
τstar
years 
mirror
crit 
self
crit
1 0.24 1 1.54 44.9 0.96 4.3× 109 2.6× 10−9 2.5× 10−16
5 0.24 3.80 2.83 6.15 721 5.6× 107 5.9× 10−9 3.0× 10−15
50 0.24 16.1 4.13 0.74 5.18× 105 2.3× 106 1.3× 10−8 8.2× 10−14
1 0.75 1.35 2.39 20.7 13.8 1.9× 108 4.7× 10−9 4.0× 10−16
5 0.75 3.41 3.47 2.79 5570 4.1× 106 6.7× 10−9 4.5× 10−15
50 0.75 20.3 4.64 0.56 1.07× 106 5.2× 105 2.2× 10−8 1.1× 10−13
Table 1: MESA benchmark stars used in the calculations. Listed are the properties of the stars
halfway through their main sequence lifetime. In the second column is the percentage helium
composition (by mass) at the beginning of the star’s lifetime. The helium mass fraction in the core
halfway through the star’s lifetime is 60.5% for the low-helium benchamarks, and 84.9% for the
high-helium benchmarks. τstar is half the main sequence lifetime, the age of the stars at the time we
take them as benchmarks. In the last columns, mirrorcrit (
self
crit ) is the value of  above which mirror
capture is geometric (self-capture becomes geometric within the first 10% of the star’s lifetime), see
Section 4.
density), and determine the equilibrium temperature of the nugget. Thus Section 4 takes
as input the results of Section 5, and vice versa. We then are able to solve consistently for
the total amount captured, the temperature and the structure of the nugget. Once these
are known the Mirror Star signal can be calculated, being a function of the properties of
the nugget and the known properties of the Mirror Star, such as its core temperature and
density. These results are presented in Section 6.
We emphasize that there are two distinctive signatures of a Mirror Star: the thermal
emission of the nugget, which is characteristic of the temperature of the nugget; and the X-
ray emission from photon conversion, which is characteristic of the temperature of the Mirror
Star core. In Section 6.2 we will calculate the relative strengths of these two signatures for
our benchmark stars and discuss the prospects for their respective detection. We expect
that Mirror Stars within observational reach will be close enough for a determination of
their parallax, and therefore we will be able to measure the absolute magnitude of the SM
photon signal. Thus the smoking gun signature of Mirror Stars would be the faint, but
hot, thermal emission of the nugget – hotter than anything so faint would have any right to
be. It may also be possible to resolve the X-ray signature of the converted photons, which
would give us a direct probe of the properties of the Mirror Star core and the dark nuclear
processes within.
3 Benchmark Hidden Sector and Mirror Stars
The Mirror Star signal will obviously depend on its macroscopic properties like size, age
and temperature. Determining the details of this “mirror stellar astrophysics” from first
principles of the dark sector particle content and interactions is very challenging in gener-
ality, and we will pursue this separately in an upcoming work. The purpose of this paper
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is to investigate whether Mirror Stars in general are observable, and how the observational
signals follow from the hidden sector and Mirror Star properties. We therefore choose to
work in a toy model of the dark sector that is an exact copy of the SM. That is, we consider
a sector with mirror protons, neutrons and electrons with identical masses to the SM proton
and electron, with the same charges under the mirror gauge groups, and the same coupling
constants. Mirror nuclear fusion allows conversion of mirror hydrogen into mirror helium
entirely analogously to the processes taking place in normal stellar cores. This allows us
to use standard stellar evolution codes to derive the properties (density and temperature
profiles, luminosity, etc.) of our benchmark Mirror Stars. A SM-like mirror sector is of
course a limit of the well-motivated Mirror Twin Higgs model, in which we take vB → vA,
although this limit is not favoured phenomenologically.
We simulate benchmark stars using the stellar evolution code MESA [94–98]. MESA
simulates stars starting from the pre-main-sequence stage, collapsing an initial spherically
symmetric cloud under gravity until nuclear fusion begins and the star enters the main se-
quence. MESA is able to simulate the entire stellar lifetime, and we define our benchmark
stars by their properties halfway through their main sequence lifetime (when 50% of their
core hydrogen fuel has been depleted). We generate benchmark stars with 24% helium,
corresponding roughly to SM stars. Since in the Mirror Twin Higgs model we expect a sig-
nificantly higher helium fraction [26], we will also use a set of benchmarks with 75% helium.
We will refer to these benchmarks as the low- and high-helium benchmarks respectively.
The mass fraction of hydrogen in the core decreases fairly linearly throughout the star’s
main sequence lifetime, although the composition of the outer layers is not significantly
altered. We verified that the overal capture rates of the benchmarks remain fairly constant
throughout the lifetime, so we are justified in treating the capture rates as constant. On the
other hand the relative proportions of hydrogen and helium in the core have an O(1) effect
on the heating rates that we calculate in Section 5, and in these calculations we consistently
use the benchmarks as defined above, halfway through their lifetime.
The properties of our benchmark stars are summarized in Table 1. In our calculations
(e.g. of the capture and heating rate) we generally ignore the effects of heavier mirror
elements than helium. We also will assume that the presence of the SM nugget in the core
of the Mirror Star does not significantly affect the evolution of the Mirror Star. It is clear
that if enough SM matter accumulates this assumption must eventually break down, and
we will discuss the validity of this assumption with regards to specific benchmarks later in
the paper.
4 Accumulation of SM Baryons in Mirror Stars
We now outline how to derive the amount of SM matter that accumulates in the core of
Mirror Stars due to the kinetic photon mixing interaction, as well as the structure of the
resulting SM nugget. We have to consider the capture and evaporation rates, as well as the
optical depths of the SM and mirror matter.
The equilibrium temperature Teq of the nugget is a crucial parameter that sets its
overall size as well as optical depth at various frequencies. In this section we show how to
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derive the structure and size of the nugget for a known temperature, and in the next section
we show how to derive the equilibrium temperature once the nugget’s size and structure
is determined. Ultimately, this allows us to iteratively find a consistent solution for the
temperature in each of our benchmark scenarios.
4.1 Capture rates
The presence of photon mixing automatically implies a non-zero interaction cross section
between matter and mirror matter. Thus incoming Standard Model material in the inter-
stellar medium can lose energy via scattering with mirror stellar matter and become caught
in the gravitational well of the Mirror Star.
The discussion in this section follows the literature on dark matter capture in the sun or
the Earth, since the relevant calculations are analogous [8, 99–101] especially in the case of
asymmetric dark matter [102–104], when there is no annihilation channel for the captured
species.
The non-relativistic scattering cross section between a nucleus and a mirror nucleus
is essentially Rutherford scattering with an 2 suppression, i.e. the process shown in Fig-
ure 1 a). The differential cross section can be expressed as
dσ
dER
=
2pi2α2Z21Z
2
2
mT v2E2R
(4.1)
where mT is the mass of the recoiling target, v is the relative initial velocity, and ER is the
target recoil energy.
We will consider capture of both hydrogen and helium, the most abundant species
in the Interstellar Medium of our galaxy (ISM). Hydrogen is found in both its ionized
and atomic form, while helium is primarily neutral. Since helium is neutral, we will, for
completeness, model also the atom-nucleus cross section, which at distance scales greater
than the Bohr radius of the atom becomes a contact interaction. (This will also be relevant
for the heating calculation in Section 5.) Following [105], we model the interaction between
a mirror nucleus and a SM atom as a millicharge scattering off a charge distribution with
a screening factor proportional to exp(−r/a0), where a0 is the Bohr radius of the outer
electron orbital:
dσ
dER
=
2pi2α2Z21Z
2
2
mT v2(ER + (2mTa0)−2)2
(4.2)
However, as we show below, for velocities typical in the ISM we can ignore atomic form
factors in the capture cross section and treat all incoming SM nuclei as fully ionized. (The
captured number of electrons is then dictated by charge neutrality, while the ionization of
the accumulated SM matter will depend on its equilibrium density and temperature.)
Armed with the scattering cross sections between incoming particles and the target
material (mirror or SM), we can define the local capture rate Ω+(w, r) as the rate to scatter
from a velocity w to a velocity less than the escape velocity (as a function of r) [99–101]:
Ω+(w, r) =
∑
i
ni(r)w(r) Θ
(
χi
χ2+,i
− u
2
w2
)∫ EmaxR
EminR
dER
dσi
dER
, (4.3)
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where the sum is over different scattering targets i in the Mirror Star and ni(r) is the
number density of the targets. The integration limits are EminR =
1
2mu
2, the minimum
recoil required for the incoming particle to become captured, and EmaxR = (χi/χ
2
+,i)
1
2mw
2,
the maximum possible recoil in a 2-body collision, where m is the mass of the incoming
particle, and w is related to the velocity at infinity u via w(r) =
√
u2 + vesc(r)2. Finally we
have made use of the definitions χi = m/mi and χ+,i = (χi + 1)/2. The Heaviside function
is zero whenever the EmaxR < E
min
R , i.e. when the maximum possible energy transfer is not
enough for the incoming particle to be captured, and ensures that the integral does not give
a negative contribution to the capture rate in that case.
Given some velocity distribution f(u) and number density nISM of SM atoms/nuclei
in the ISM, the differential capture rate per shell volume is
dC
dV
=
∫ ∞
0
du
f(u)
u
wΩ+(w, r), (4.4)
and the total capture coefficient is
Ccap = 4pi
∫ R
0
dr r2
dC
dV
, (4.5)
with the total capture rate given by
dNcap
dt
= nISMCcap . (4.6)
For the velocity distribution we will simply take u to be given by a fixed value, u =
20 km/s, which is the approximate velocity dispersion of stars and gas in our local stellar
neighbourhood [106, 107]. As we now show, the final capture rate scales in a simple way
with this velocity, allowing our results to be rescaled to different assumptions about the
ISM.
The escape velocity at the surface of a sun-like star is vescape ∼ 600 km/s, and higher
for larger stars. We are therefore in the regime where vescape  u, and assume that
min(mi,mSM )
max(mi,mSM )
>
1
4
(
u
vesc
)2
, (4.7)
for target nucleus masses mi and incoming SM masses mSM , which allows us to ignore
the Heaviside function. For the case of scattering of hydrogen and helium from mirror
hydrogen and helium, this will be satisfied unless the mass hierarchy between the SM and
mirror sector is extreme. For Rutherford-like velocity dependence in the cross section, as
in (4.1), the escape velocity then drops out of the capture rate. We find that the capture
rate of incoming species i scattering from target species j, Ci,jcap simplifies significantly:
Ci,jcap ≡
4piNjα
2
iZ
2
i Z
2
j
mimju3
, (4.8)
where mj is the target mass, mi is the incoming mass, and Nj is the total number of
scattering targets in the Mirror Star. Note that αi is equal to α in the case of SM-SM
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scattering (self-capture), and  α in the case of SM-mirror scattering (mirror capture).
We see that the dependence on the escape velocity (as a function of r) drops out of the
calculation, making the volume integral in equation (4.5) trivial. Strictly speaking we
should use 〈1/u3〉 in the above expression, averaged over the distribution f(u), but we use
our benchmark value of u = 20 km/s for simplicity, since the final capture rate and hence
SM nugget size is easily rescaled. If we were to take the atom-nucleus scattering cross
section in equation (4.2), we would obtain
Ci,jcap =
4piNjα
2
iZ
2
i Z
2
j
u
(
(1/aj0)
2 +mimju2
) , (4.9)
where the dependence on the escape velocity again drops out. We also see the condition
under which ordinary Rutherford scattering is a good approximation: taking mi,j ≈ mH
and u = 20 km/s, the effect of the charge screening is in fact small. We therefore treat all
captured SM atoms as fully ionized from now on.
The overall capture rate of species i is then
dNi
dt
= nISMi
∑
j
4piNjα
2
iZ
2
i Z
2
j
mimju3
(4.10)
≈ 1.4× 10
24
s
(
nISMi
cm−3
)∑
j
Z2i Z
2
j
( 
10−10
)2( Nj
1056
)(
GeV
mi
)(
GeV
mj
)(
20 km/s
u
)3
where the sum is over all scattering targets in the Mirror Star, and nISMi is the number
density of the incoming species in the interstellar medium. We will only consider capture of
hydrogen and helium, which are the two most abundant species in the ISM, and will assume
that their average densities over the path of the Mirror Star are given by nISMH = 1 cm
−3
and nISMHe = 0.1 cm
−3, which are roughly in accordance with the average values for our
galaxy [108].
The sums in equation (4.3) and (4.10) are over all possible targets in the Mirror Star, so
include different species of mirror nuclei, and also Standard Model nuclei that have already
been captured. It is helpful therefore to split Ccap into a mirror-capture and self-capture
component:
Ccap = C
mirror
cap () + C
self
cap . (4.11)
Since the self-capture rate is proportional to the amount of already captured material,
this rate will grow exponentially. This growth, however, will not continue past the so-
called geometric limit [8]. There is a geometric limit for both mirror-capture and self-
capture; it occurs when all incoming particles traveling through the region in question
become captured, so that the capture cross section is essentially given by the physical
target area the region presents to the incoming matter. For capture via scattering off mirror
matter, the geometric cross section is piR2, with R the radius of the star; for self capture,
the relevant radius is the approximate size of the region the captured matter accumulates
within. This can be estimated using the virial theorem, or by solving for the full structure of
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the accumulated matter assuming hydrostatic equilibrium (see Section 4.4). The geometric
capture rate is given by [8]
Cgeo =
√
3
2
v2esc
u
piR2, (4.12)
where vesc is the average escape velocity. In the case of mirror capture, the average is over
the mirror matter distribution in the Mirror Star, while for self-capture, the average is over
the SM matter distribution in the nugget. Note that the capture rate in the geometric limit
is independent of the inter-particle scattering cross sections, and that the rate is no longer
independent of the escape velocity.
Therefore the true capture rate is given by
Ccap = min
(
Cmirrorcap (), C
mirror
geo
)
+ min
(
Cselfcap (Ncap), C
self
geo
)
, (4.13)
where Ncap is the amount of SM particles already captured. The geometric limit for self-
capture occurs at much lower target densities that for mirror-capture, since the scattering
cross section for SM-SM interactions is unsuppressed. We define mirrorcrit (
self
crit ) as the value
of  above which mirror capture is geometric (self-capture becomes geometric within the
first 10% of the star’s lifetime, assuming only mirror capture in the beginning). Table 1
shows that for the  ∼ 10−12−10−10 range we study, mirror capture (self capture) is always
(never) geometric. Therefore, for the stars we consider, the capture rate of SM species i is
in practice given by
Cicap =
∑
j
Cmirrorcap,i ,j () + C
self
geo , (4.14)
where j runs over the mirror nuclei, in this case assumed to be just hydrogen and helium.
Since the self capture rate is time-independent after reaching the geometric limit, the total
number SM particles of species i in the nugget is given by
Ni(t) = n
ISM
i C
i
capt. (4.15)
When evaluating the signals of Mirror Stars we set t equal to half the stellar lifetime as a
representative example. To a good approximation, the capture rates do not change signfi-
cantly throughout the star’s main sequence lifetime (even though the core hydrogen/helium
fractions change), so we treat the capture rates as constant.
Calculating the geometric capture rate requires knowing size and density of the SM
nugget, which depends on its temperature. We can preempt the results of Section 5. There
we demonstrate that for the majority of the benchmark stars we study, the nugget will be
optically thin to bremsstrahlung photons, with its cooling rate set by processes that depend
on the level of ionization of the nugget. We will find that as long as the nugget is optically
thin, its equilibrium temperature will be around 4000− 7000 K and it will be isothermal to
a very good approximation. The reason for this specific temperature range is that this is
the range in which (for the range of densities we encounter), ionization is tiny but sharply
increasing in response to higher temperature, so that even when the heating rate varies
by orders of magnitude, the cooling rate can compensate by a small change in equilibrium
temperature.
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Therefore we would be justified in taking a nugget temperature of around 6000 K
as an ansatz when calculating the capture rate, which gives the correct capture rate to
within a factor of two in the optically thin regime. This is the approach we took in the
companion letter [92], but we emphasize that in the calculations presented here, we derive
the equilibrium temperature to be consistent with the assumed geometric capture rate.
4.2 Evaporation rates
If the mass of the captured particles is sufficiently low, one has to take into account loss due
to evaporation. Evaporation is the loss of captured material due to the fact the thermal
velocities, either those of the mirror matter or the captured matter, are close enough to the
escape velocity of the star that particle collisions can result in ejection of captured matter
out of the star.
Evaporation has been studied in the context of dark matter capture in the sun [8, 109],
where one generally finds that above some critical mass, evaporation can be neglected.
Because the probability to find a particle above a certain velocity is related to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution at temperature T , the rate of loss due to evaporation depends
exponentially on the mass of the captured species. For instance, equating 12mv
2
esc ∼ 32kTcore
for the sun, leads to the estimate mcrit = O(GeV). More detailed study suggests a critical
mass for the sun of around 3.5 GeV [109]. For a captured species with mass greater than this,
evaporation is never important on stellar lifetimes, while for masses below this, evaporation
sets a limit on the amount of material that can accumulate.
This suggests (at least for Mirror Stars of around a solar mass), that evaporation
may be important for captured hydrogen, but less so for helium. Evaporation will be less
important for more massive stars, since the relative size of the thermal velocities compared
to the escape velocity becomes smaller for larger stars, so thermal ejection becomes more
difficult.
The local evaporation rate is given by [109]
Ω−(r, T, TN ) =
∑
j
nj(r)
( m
2pikT
)3/2( mj
2pikTN
)3/2
×
∫ vesc
0
d3v
∫ ∞
0
d3vj e
−mv2/2kT e−mjv
2
j /2kTN σi(v, vj)|v − vj |, (4.16)
where nj(r) is the number density of different species in the star, T, TN are the temperatures
of the captured matter and mirror nuclei respectively, and
σj(v, vj) =
∫ EmaxR
EminR
dER
dσ
dER
(4.17)
is the cross section for a captured particle to scatter from velocity v up to the escape
velocity, as a function of the captured particle’s velocity and vj , the velocity of the particle
that hits it. The integration limits are EminR =
1
2m(v
2
esc − v2), the minimum amount of
recoil to eject the target, and EmaxR , which is the same maximum recoil energy as given in
equation (4.3).
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The total loss rate due to evaporation is then given by the integral over the stellar
volume
− dN
(e)
i
dt
=
∫ R
0
dr ni(r) 4pir
2 Ω−(r, T, T (r)), (4.18)
where ni(r) is the density of the captured species. Calculation of the true evaporation rate
thus relies on knowing the density and temperature profile of the captured matter. We find
that evaporation for hydrogen is important if the hydrogen is thermalized with the mirror
stellar matter, at temperatures of around 107 K. However, as explained above and derived
in the next section, we expect the captured matter to cool to around 104 K. For hydrogen
temperatures this low, the evaporation rate is in fact negligible.
Matter which is self-captured, i.e. captured by direct interaction with the nugget, will
very quickly thermalize with the nugget. Evaporation of self-captured matter is therefore
negligible, simply because it is never hot enough. Since capture for most of our bench-
marks is self-capture-dominated (see Table 2), this simple argument is sufficient to justify
neglecting evaporation.
On the other hand, mirror-captured matter will be captured by interactions with the
hot mirror stellar material, and there will be a characteristic timescale for it to cool to the
temperature of the nugget and sink into the core. Thus the relevant question is to ask how
the evaporation timescale for this newly captured, hot material compares to the timescale
for it to cool, since it is possible that it could evaporate faster than it can cool down to the
temperature of the nugget.
Our approach to answering this question proceeds as follows: assume there is some
captured SM matter that has yet to cool to the temperature of the nugget, and that it
is uniformly distributed throughout the star with some density nouter . In that case the
evaporation loss rate is simply given by
− dN
(e)
i
dt
= nouter
∫ R
0
dr 4pir2 Ω−(r, T (r), T (r)), (4.19)
where we have assumed the captured matter is thermalized with the stellar matter. We
can then solve for an equilibrium value for nouter by equating (4.19) with the capture rate,
assuming that evaporation is the only process that limits the increase in density (for now
we are ignoring cooling).
Now, crucially, we can estimate the cooling timescale for this accumulated matter nouter .
The timescale for all of the matter to radiate away its thermal energy via bremsstrahlung
can be approximated as
tcool ∼ nouterkTstardPbrems
dV (nouter )
, (4.20)
where the cooling rate dPbremsdV (which is a function of the density) will be defined in Section 5,
and we can take Tstar to be the stellar core temperature as an overestimate of the cooling
timescale4. We can compare this to the evaporation timescale
tevap =
N
dN (e)/dt
, (4.21)
4The timescale to collapse once the material loses pressure support will in general be even faster.
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where N is the toal number of captured particles. We find that for all the benchmark stars
where mirror capture is important compared to self-capture, this cooling timescale is a few
orders of magnitude larger than the evaporation timescale, meaning that captured matter
cools faster than it can evaporate. We therefore conclude that even for those stars where
mirror capture dominates over self-capture, evaporation has a neglible effect on the amount
of accumulated matter. This of course should be checked for more general Mirror Stars
that may arise in other hidden sector models.
4.3 Optical depths
The structure of the nugget and the efficiency of various cooling processes crucially depend
on whether the accumulated SM matter is optically thin or thick at various frequencies. We
therefore discuss the mean free path of SM photons in the SM nugget for high frequencies
(ionization photons) and low frequencies (bremsstrahlung photons relevant for cooling). We
find that the nugget is opaque to ionization photons, justifying the use of Saha’s equation to
solve for the ionization fraction, while the nugget may be transparent or opaque to thermal
photons depending on the density.
4.3.1 Absorption of Ionization Photons
Cooling processes will only be efficient if the nugget is optically thin to the frequencies of
photons emitted via that process. Particularly important is the optical depth to ‘Rydberg’
photons, i.e. photons with energies close to the ionization energies of the constituent species
of the nugget. The optical depth to Rydberg photons determines whether the nugget can
cool via collisional ionization and recombination. A gas may be optically thin to other
frequencies but optically thick to Rydberg photons, since the absorption cross section is
strongly peaked near the ionization energy. The photoionization cross section is given
by [110]:
σphoto =
25pi2α7m2e
3ω4
e−4(arctan(τ))/τ
1− e−2pi/τ , (4.22)
where τ =
√
ω/ω0 − 1 and ω0 is the relevant ionization energy.
For densities, temperatures, and resulting low ionization fractions in our cases of in-
terest, the SM nugget is opaque to photons emitted at ionization energies, as they are
efficiently absorbed by neutral atoms. This means that collisional cooling processes are not
important, and that we can use Saha’s equation to self-consistently determine the ionization
as a function of temperature and density.
4.3.2 Absorption and Scattering of Thermal Photons
We show in Section 5 that the equilibrium temperature of the nugget is O(104 K). The
resulting thermal photons have energies far below ionization threshold. Free-free transitions
(inverse bremsstrahlung, the equivalent of Figure 1 c) with all particles in the SM sector)
dominate absorption of photons in this energy range. The attenuation coefficient due to
free-free absorption is [108]
κff =
16pi2
3
(
2pi
3
)1/2 α3
m
3/2
e T 1/2ω3
(
1− e−ω/T
)
Z2i ne ni gff , (4.23)
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≈ 3.7× 10−39cm−1 T−1/24 ν−315
(
1− e−4.8 ν15/T4
)( ne
cm−3
)( ni
cm−3
)
gff . (4.24)
where ne is the number density of free electrons and ni the number density of positive ions,
T4 = T/10
4K and ν15 = ν/1015Hz. The attenuation coefficient has units of inverse distance,
so that the path length for free-free absorption is given by
λffabs =
1
κff
. (4.25)
Free-free absorption peaks strongly at low frequencies and increases with the number density
of electrons and positive ions.
Photons in the nugget can also scatter from free electrons, via Thomson scattering, or
from neutral atoms, via Rayleigh scattering. At thermal energies, these interactions are
almost perfectly elastic, since a photon of energy Eγ scattering off a target of mass mT only
loses on average a fraction Eγ/mT of its energy. The mean free path for elastic scattering
is
λelastic =
1
neσthoms +
∑
i n
i
atomσ
i
rayleigh
, (4.26)
where the sum is over different species of neutral atoms in the gas,
σthoms =
8pi
3
α2
m2e
, (4.27)
which is the low-energy limit of Compton scattering, valid for photon energies below the
electron mass, and we approximate the Rayleigh scattering cross section by [111]
σirayleigh =
(
ω
ωi0
)4
σthoms , (4.28)
where ωi0 is the first ionization energy of atom i. (The contributions of positive ions to
Thomson scattering can be safely neglected due to their much higher mass than electrons.)
If λelastic is smaller than the size of the nugget Rnugget, a photon starting from some random
point inside the nugget will then undergo a random walk until it either reaches the surface
and escapes or is absorbed. The random walk path length to travel the size of the nugget
is
d ∼ R
2
nugget
λelastic
, (4.29)
An approximate condition for the thermal photon to escape the nugget is therefore
λffabs >
{
Rnugget for λelastic > Rnugget
R2nugget
λelastic
for λelastic < Rnugget.
(4.30)
As we now discuss, this condition defines two regimes in which we have to solve for the
structure of the SM nugget differently.
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4.4 Solving for the SM Nugget Profile
We encounter two regimes when solving for the structure of the accumulated SM nugget.
For smaller values of  (around  . 10−10−10−11 depending on the benchmark), the nugget
is transparent to thermal photons and cools via bremsstrahlung emission. In this “optically
thin” regime it is simple to solve for the isothermal SM baryon profile using hydrostatic
equilibrium (see below). At high SM baryon densities, arising for  ' 10−10 in some of
our benchmark Mirror Stars, the SM nugget is opaque to thermal photons and cools as a
black body. In this regime the isothermal assumption breaks down, and we estimate the
SM baryon profile using the virial theorem.
In either of these cases we can find the nugget profile if the average temperature is
known. In practice, we first assume the nugget is optically thin and then make an ansatz
for the nugget temperature of T ∼ O(104 K) to derive a SM nugget profile. For a given
profile, the heating and cooling rates can be determined as described in Section 5 to solve for
the equilibrium temperature, and we then iterate towards a consistent temperature solution.
If Eqn. 4.30 is not satisfied, we repeat the process under the optically thick assumption.
4.4.1 Optically thin regime
As long as the nugget remains optically thin to bremsstrahlung photons, determination of
its size and structure is relatively simple using hydrostatic equilibrium:
dPSM
dr
=
d
dr
(nSMkT (nSM )) = −GMmirror (r)µSMnSM
r2
, (4.31)
where µSM is the average mass of SM particles, Mmirror (r) is the Mirror Star mass enclosed
as a function of r ignoring the negligible gravitational contribution of the SM baryons, and
PSM is the pressure holding up the SM baryons, and we have assumed the ideal gas law
holds.5
A crucial result of Section 5 is that in the optically thin regime, the heating and cooling
rates are independent of SM number density. This means that to a very good approximation
the nugget has a constant temperature profile, which simplifies the structure calculation.
The solution to isothermal hydrostatic equilibrium is given by
nSM (r) = Ce
− ∫ A(r) dr, A(r) = GMmirror (r)µSM
kTeqr2
, (4.32)
where C is a constant of integration which is set by the total amount of captured matter, and
Teq is the equilibrium temperature found by equating (5.2) and (5.9). The local ionization
is found by applying Saha’s equation. Technically this feeds into Eqn. (4.32) by affecting
the average SM particle mass. Therefore, in full generality, one must choose an input value
of µ¯SM , compute the profile and ionization, and then adjust µ¯SM until it is consistent
with the found ionization. In practice we reach the optically thick regime before ionization
5We assume for simplicity that the SM H and He are well mixed in the nugget. It would be straightfor-
ward to solve for the H and He profiles separately, but since H dominates the SM number density and He
does not contribute significantly to the ionization fraction at our temperatures of interest, this has only a
very small effect on either the SM baryon profile or the computed heating, cooling and emission rates.
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becomes significant, and for the purposes of solving for the SM nugget we can neglect
the tiny ionization fraction, fully determining µ¯SM in terms of the captured amounts of
hydrogen and helium.
The approximate size of the nugget can be extracted from (4.32) by assuming constant
density near the Mirror Star core: Mmirror (r) ≈ 43pir3ρmirror, leading to
Rnugget ∼
(
kTeq
GρmirrorµSM
)1/2
, (4.33)
which agrees with a naive estimate using the virial theorem, equating thermal kinetic energy
with gravitational potential energy [8]. In Figure 4 we plot the density profile for a particular
benchmark, with relevant properties summarized in Table 2.
4.4.2 Optically thick regime
The situation is more complicated if the nugget is optically thick to thermal photons. The
cooling rate is now no longer a known function of density and temperature, but is set
instead by surface emission, and is a function of the surface temperature and the radius of
the nugget:
Pblackbody = 4piR
2
nuggetσBT
4
surface , (4.34)
where Tsurface is its effective surface temperature (not necessarily equal to its average tem-
perature Teq). In this situation the temperature profile of the nugget will be set by radiative
and/or convective heat transport [112]. Solving for this profile, together with the equations
of hydrostatic equilibrium, is very analogous to solving the structure equations for a star.
This requires a much more detailed understanding of the captured material’s opacity, which
is beyond our scope.
Fortunately, we can obtain a reasonable estimate of the structure and temperature of
the optically thick nugget by assuming that it is approximately isothermal, Teq = Tsurface
with a radius given by the virial theorem as in Eqn. (4.33). We can then solve for Teq and
hence Rnugget at equilibrium by requiring the total heating rate to be equal to the rate of
black body emission in Eqn. (4.34). This essentially assumes that the surface and interior of
the nugget are in perfect thermal contact (i.e. by strong convective processes) and therefore
gives a lower bound on the average temperature Teq and hence a lower bound on the nugget
radius, in turn providing an upper bound on the nugget surface temperature.
We will be using the above isothermal assumption for all our signal estimates in the
optically thick regime. This is justified since, as we now discuss, it underestimates both the
thermal and X-ray luminosity of the SM nugget.
The radius of the nugget scales as Rnugget ∼ T 1/2eq . Assuming that Teq  Tcore, which
should be satisfied since cooling processes are not -suppressed, the heating rate is inde-
pendent of Teq. Therefore, keeping the cooling rate given by Eqn. (4.34) constant gives
Tsurface ∼ T−1/4eq . (4.35)
A higher average temperature would therefore lead to a lower frequency of the nugget
thermal signal, but this dependence is so modest that the nugget would remain observable
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in optical surveys even for Teq orders of magnitude above the isothermal lower bound. On
the other hand, the number of accumulated SM particles from geometric self-capture scales
as NSM ∼ Teq. That means the luminosity of the thermal signal would increase with Teq,
and linearly so if self-capture dominates.
The X-ray signal, as we discuss schematically in Section 2.1, depends on the fraction
of the SM nugget that is close enough to the surface for the converted X-rays to escape.
The thickness ∆R of the X-ray photosphere is determined by the competition between the
scattering length λscatter of random-walking X-ray and the characteristic mean free path
with respect to absorption via photoionization λabs. It scales as ∆R2 ∼ λscatterλabs (see
Eqn. (4.30) with Rnugget → ∆R). Both mean free paths scale with the density of the nugget
λ ∼ 1/ρ, which scales as ρ ∼ NSM/R3nugget. Therefore,
∆R ∼ T
3/2
eq
NSM
(4.36)
The number of converted X-rays is proportional to the number of conversion targets NSM ,
whereas the fraction of them that escapes is ∼ ∆R/Rnugget. The total X-ray luminosity
therefore scales as
Lx-ray ∼ NSM ∆R
Rnugget
∼ Teq, (4.37)
confirming that this signal is underestimated by our isothermal assumption as well.
5 Temperature and Emission Spectrum of Captured SM Baryons
In the previous section we showed how to find the size and structure of the captured
SM nugget in the Mirror Star, assuming a given average equilibrium temperature Teq of
the nugget. In this section, we show how to compute that equilibrium temperature for
a given SM nugget structure and size, allowing a consistent temperature solution to be
found. This naturally leads us to discuss the emission spectrum of the nugget and hence
the observational signatures of the Mirror Star.
There are two heating mechanisms, collisions between the SM and mirror nuclei like
ppD → ppD, and conversion of mirror X-rays in the Mirror Star core into visible X-rays via
Thomson conversion γDe→ γe. Collisional heating dominates for our benchmark stars, but
it is conceivable that for Mirror Stars with much higher core temperatures than our SM-
like benchmarks, X-ray heating plays an important role. Equilibrium between collisional
heating and cooling via either bremsstrahlung emission (optically thin regime) or black
body surface emission (optically thick regime) determines the SM nugget temperature, and
therefore the thermal emission spectrum of captured SM baryons, one of the two important
Mirror Star signals. We also discuss how that signal might be attenuated by absorption in
mirror matter as it travels out of the Mirror Star, which is an important effect for higher
 & 10−10.
The second important signal is X-ray conversion. While this process does not appre-
ciably contribute to heating the nugget in our benchmarks, it does allow SM matter to act
as a catalyst and convert mirror X-rays directly from the Mirror Star interior into visible
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X-rays that can escape the star and escape our telescopes. This direct window into the core
is an observational smoking gun of Mirror Stars and provides a direct probe of the Mirror
Star core temperature, as well as possibly finer details of mirror nuclear physics processes.
5.1 Heating Rate
5.1.1 Collisional heating
The simplest and in our case most important process that transfers heat from the thermal
bath of the mirror matter to the nugget is collisions between mirror nuclei and Standard
Model nuclei (see Figure 1 a).
We can find a simple estimate for collisional heating rate as follows. Assuming that the
SM matter is colder than the mirror matter and rejecting its thermal motion, each collision
between a mirror nucleus and a SM nucleus will transfer on average kTmirror worth of energy
to the SM nugget. Taking the average relative velocity to be vrel =
√
3kTmirror/mmirror ,
with mmirror the average mirror nuclear mass, one can estimate the heating rate per unit
volume as
dPcoll
dV
= nmirrornSM vrel σ(vrel ) kTmirror , (5.1)
where the cross section is estimated by setting ER → kTmirror. However, this significantly
underestimates the true heating rate due to the IR enhancement of the scattering cross
section. A more complete calculation takes a thermal average of the energy transfer as a
function of the relative velocities of the colliding particles:
dP icoll
dV
= nimirrornSM
〈
vrel
∫ EmaxR
0
dERER
dσ
dER
〉
, (5.2)
where the index i labels different mirror nuclei species, EmaxR = 4µ
2v2rel/mSM , mSM stands
for mH or mHe, µ is the reduced mass of the atom and colliding mirror ion, and the cross
section is a function of the relative velocity. As we show later in this section, we expect
the gas to be around 104 K with negligible ionization, so collisional heating is dominated
by collisions between mirror ions in the Mirror Star core and SM atoms. Substituting in
Eqn. (4.2) for the differential cross section leads to
dP icoll
dV
≈ nimirrornSM
2pi2α2Z2SMZ
2
i
mSM
〈
1
vrel
(
log
8µ2v2rel
(1/a0)2
− 1
)〉
. (5.3)
For TSM  Tmirror it is sufficient to assume the relative velocity is given simply by the
velocity of the mirror nucleus, and that the recoil energy ER is the energy gained by the
SM nugget. The thermal average is straightforward to evaluate, but we note it is well ap-
proximated by simply substituting the average relative velocity vrel =
√
3kTmirror/mmirror
into (5.3). The result is larger than the simple estimate obtained via (5.1) by an order
of magnitude due to the log term that appears from the regulation of the integral by the
atomic size.
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5.1.2 Heating by X-ray conversion
The SM nugget can also draw heat from the photon population in the mirror thermal
bath. Mirror photons can scatter off Standard Model charged particles and convert into
SM photons, via a Thomson scattering-like process (see Figure 1 b). These high energy
photons can then either be reabsorbed by SM matter, scatter elastically, or escape the
nugget altogether, depending on the optical depth.
For our SM-like benchmark Mirror Stars, temperatures at the core of the stars are
approximately 107 K, so thermal photons are in the X-ray energy range. X-ray energies are
significantly higher than the binding energies of hydrogen and helium, so the X-ray photons
do not ‘see’ the atomic bound states and will scatter from all charges, whether bound or
ionized. Thus the conversion rate does not depend on the amount of ionization of the SM
nugget, which will simplify our discussion.
The effective power input available in converted photons is, per unit frequency and
volume:
d2Pconv
dV dν
= 2 nSM σthoms 4piBν(ν, T ), (5.4)
where Bν is the Planck spectral radiance function for a black body:
Bν(ν, T ) =
2hν3
c2
1
ehν/kT − 1 . (5.5)
Note that the Thomson cross section Eqn. (4.27) is frequency independent. One way of
understanding equation (5.4) is to note that 4pic Bν(ν, T ) is the spectral energy density per
unit frequency, i.e. the energy density in photons at frequency ν. One can also think of
nSM 
2σthoms c as an interaction rate; thus the final expression gives the energy transfer rate
per unit volume.
Performing the integral over frequency one finds the total power per unit volume:
dPconv
dV
= 2 nSM σthoms 4σBT
4
mirror , (5.6)
where σB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, appearing in the integral over the Planck
distribution.
To determine the total amount of heating due to X-ray conversion one needs to calculate
what fraction of X-rays are absorbed by the SM material before escaping the nugget, see
Section 5.3. However, we can already compare the two heating rates (5.2) and (5.6) to see
that even if all of the converted X-rays dump their energy into the nugget, X-ray heating
is always expected to be subdominant to collisional heating for our benchmark stars.
The ratio of (5.6) to (5.2) is approximately:
dPconv
dV
/dP icoll
dV
≈ 4× 10−4 1
Z2SMZ
2
i βlog
(
1024cm−3
nimirror
)(mSM
GeV
)1/2( T
107K
)9/2
, (5.7)
where βlog represents the log correction factor in brackets in equation (5.2), which takes
values roughly in the range 10-14. This is sufficient to see that the X-ray heating is always
subdominant compared to the collisional heating. Values for nmirror in the core range
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from around 1024 cm−3 to 1026 cm−3, and core temperatures are in the range 1× 107 K to
5 × 107 K. The above ratio ranges from around 10−6 for the smallest benchmark star, to
around 10−2 for the largest. However, if the hidden sector gave rise to Mirror Stars with
much higher core temperatures than SM stars, then X-ray heating could dominate.
5.2 Cooling Rate and Thermal Signal
If the nugget is transparent to Rydberg energy photons with a significant population of
neutral atoms, it can cool via collisional excitation, collisional ionization and recombina-
tion [108, 113, 114]. However, we find that the nugget is always optically thick to photons
at the ionization energy, meaning there are two main possibilities for cooling: if the nugget
is transparent to thermal photons with frequency ν ∼ Teq it can cool via bremsstrahlung
emission (see Section 4.3.2), which arises due to a small but non-zero ionization fraction.
This is the “optically thin” regime discussed in Section 4.4.1. If the nugget is opaque
to thermal photons, it cools via surface emission of black body radiation. This “optically
thick” regime was was discussed in Section 4.4.2. For the benchmark stars we consider,
both regimes are encountered.
The optically thin regime arises for smaller values of  or for more massive and hence
shorter-lived Mirror Stars. In both cases, the Mirror Stars accumulate less material and
the lower-density nugget is transparent to thermal photons. The emissivity (power radiated
per unit frequency) from bremsstrahlung is [108]
jbrems(ν) =
8
3
(
2pi
3
)1/2
gff,i
α3
m2e
(me
kT
)1/2
e−hν/kTZ2i neni, (5.8)
where ne, ni are the number densities of electrons and ions of species i, respectively, and
gff,i is the Gaunt factor for free-free transitions, which is classically equal to unity, but in
the quantum treatment is a function of frequency and temperature. The total integrated
power is
dPbrems
dV
= 4pi
∫ ∞
0
jbrems(ν) dν =
16
3
(
2pi
3
)1/2 α3
m2e
(mekT )
1/2 〈gff 〉T Z2i ne ni, (5.9)
where 〈gff 〉T is the frequency averaged Gaunt factor at temperature T .
If the density and temperature are such that we are well below the ionization threshold,
then, taking pure hydrogen as an example, we find that the solution to Saha’s equation for
neni takes the simple form:
neni = nSM
(
meTSM
2pi
)3/2
exp
(
− ω0
TSM
)
, (5.10)
where ω0 is the ionization energy. Thus we see that, as long as we are below the ionization
threshold, both the heating (given by (5.2)) and the cooling rates are proportional to nSM ,
so that the solution for the equilibrium temperature becomes independent of density. This
means that the nugget is isothermal to a very good approximation, justifying the assumption
made in Section 4.4.1.
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In the optically thick regime the nugget cools via surface emission and will approximate
a black body. The power output from a spherical black body is given by Eqn. (4.34).
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, we assume the optically thick nugget is isothermal with
Teq = Tsurface , which allows us to solve for the radius by requiring the black body emission
power to equal the heating rate of the nugget. This underestimates the thermal and X-ray
luminosity, providing a conservative signal estimate.
5.3 X-ray Conversion Signal
Only a small fraction of converted mirror X-rays escape the nugget as SM photons, and
they represent only a small fraction of the nugget luminosity. However, these faint X-ray
emissions are both detectable and a smoking gun that unambiguously distinguishes the
Mirror Star signal from more conventional other astrophysical sources, such as dim white
dwarfs. We therefore estimate the X-ray signal carefully.
In analogy to the discussion for thermal photons in Section 4.3.2, the X-rays can scatter
with a mean free path λscatter ≈ (
∑
i n
iσithoms)
−1 off i = electrons and nuclei, both bound
and free. Note that this scattering length is frequency independent. Unlike for thermal
photons, we cannot ignore the small energy loss in each collision, which is on average
∆Eiγ ≈
(
Eγ
mi
)
Eγ . (5.11)
As discussed in Section 2, the X-ray photosphere is defined by the depth of the nugget
where a converted X-ray will diffuse to the surface before being absorbed. This means the
total path length of the random walk has to be less than λabs(ν) = (
∑
j n
jσjphoto(ν))
−1 for
j = neutral atoms, where the photoionization cross section Eqn. (4.22) decreases at higher
frequencies. This makes the X-ray photosphere frequency dependent.
To take both energy loss and absorption into account without solving a full diffusion
equation for radiation inside the SM nugget, we estimate the X-ray spectrum according to
the following expression:
dPx -ray
dνobs
=
∫ Rnugget
0
dr 4pir2
∫ ∞
0
dνi
νf
νi
dPconv
dV dνi
×Θ(λabs(νf )−Nscatter (r)λscatter)δ(νobs − νf (νi, r)). (5.12)
This power output per unit frequency per unit volume dPconv/dV dνi is given by Eqn. (5.4).
Here νi represents the frequency of a photon when it first converts, and νf is its energy
after a random walk of Nscatter of scatters: νf ≈ νim/(νiNscatter +m). The delta function
then ensures νf is equal to the observed frequency νobs . The Heaviside function accounts
for absorption, and ensures that photons do not contribute to the signal if they must travel
further than the absorption path length before escaping the nugget, the absorption path
length being a function of frequency. The number of scatters required to escape is estimated
from the density profile as a function of r, by assuming the photon must random walk a
distance Rnugget− r, leading to Nscatter = (Rnugget− r)2/λ2scatter, where λscatter is the path
length for Thomson scattering, assuming that the density along the photon’s path remains
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the same as the density at r (which strictly overestimates both the number of scatters and
the chance of absorption, thus underestimating the signal). Since the density profile of the
nugget is roughly a Gaussian and there is no hard cut off, we take Rnugget to be the surface
of ‘last scattering’, where the density is such that a photon past this point has a negligible
chance of rescattering.
5.4 Signal Attenuation in Mirror Matter
In order to observe the signal of Mirror Stars, it is crucial that photons from the SM nugget
actually escape the star. The escaping SM photons could be absorbed by mirror matter
or converted to mirror photons as they pass through the Mirror Star after escaping the
nugget. These processes are 2 suppressed, but the mirror matter is highly ionized and has
high density. We therefore discuss the possible attenuation effect of mirror matter on the
Mirror Star signal.
For the X-ray signal, the main concern is Thomson scattering from free charges and
re-conversion to mirror X-rays. In a solar mass Mirror Star core, the path length for X-rays
to Thomson scatter off mirror matter is roughly λthoms = 10−4m/2 , so that for values of
 < 10−7 re-conversion back into mirror X-rays is not a concern.
For the lower energy thermal emission of the nugget we need to also check free-free
absorption, which is strongly peaked at low frequencies. We do in fact find that, particularly
for the 1 solar mass benchmark with  = 10−10, free-free absorption can lead to a significant
loss of signal. Even for the other benchmarks, we find significant attenuation in the lower
frequency part of the spectrum, although this does not affect the total luminosity output
significantly. The attenuation can be calculated as a function of frequency:
I ′(ν) = I(ν) exp
(
−
∫ R
0
1
2
dr
λabs(n(r), T (r), ν)
)
, (5.13)
where λabs is the path length for free-free absorption (given by the reciprocal of (4.23))
evaluated with mirror sector parameters as a function of mirror matter density n(r) and
temperature T (r). We will use this expression in Section 6.2 to find the shape of the thermal
emission spectrum and the total emitted luminosity, which is an integral over I ′(ν).
6 Results
In this section we summarize our numerical results, obtained by solving for the SM nugget
profile and equilibrium temperature and computing the resulting emission spectrum for all
our benchmark stars at various values of . Most scenarios give rise to an optically thin
nugget, in which case the simplified calculation of [92] gives comparable results.
In Table 2 we list the properties of the SM nuggets in all of our benchmark cases,
including the mass and size of the nugget, whether it is optically thick or thin, and the
luminosities of both the optical and X-ray signals.
We find that Mirror Stars generate a detectable and highly distinctive astrophysical
signals at optical and X-ray frequencies. We visualize the range of signals generated by our
benchmark stars in a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, see Figs. 7 and 8, and show that such
signals could be detected in future or even existing observations.
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Hydrogen-rich benchmark stars:
Mstar
Msun
log10 
Mnugget
Mstar
Rnugget
Rstar
Tnugget
K
Thick/
Thin
Self/
Mirror
Lvis
Lsun
Lx-ray
Lsun
X-ray
frac.
χH+
1 −10 4.0× 10−11 0.0088 75000 Thick 0.0098 1.7 1.2× 10−8 0.014 –
−11 7.9× 10−13 0.0037 14000 Thick 0.98 4.0× 10−4 1.5× 10−11 0.089 –
−12 2.9× 10−13 0.002 5400 Thin 40 6.7× 10−7 5.0× 10−14 0.16 1.0× 10−5
5 −10 5.1× 10−13 0.0031 18600 Thick 0.034 0.013 1.7× 10−7 0.28 –
−11 1.0× 10−14 0.0017 5900 Thin 1.1 1.9× 10−6 1.2× 10−10 0.92 8.0× 10−5
−12 4.7× 10−15 0.0016 5100 Thin 94 1.1× 10−8 5.3× 10−13 0.94 1.1× 10−5
50 −10 1.8× 10−14 0.0012 6400 Thin 0.027 2.6× 10−4 8.7× 10−7 0.88 6.3× 10−5
−11 5.8× 10−16 0.0011 5400 Thin 2.3 1.4× 10−7 3.1× 10−10 0.97 3.1× 10−5
−12 3.5× 10−16 0.0010 4700 Thin 200 8.9× 10−10 1.9× 10−12 0.97 3.8× 10−6
Helium-rich benchmark stars:
Mstar
Msun
log10 
Mnugget
Mstar
Rnugget
Rstar
Tnugget
K
Thick/
Thin
Self/
Mirror
Lvis
Lsun
Lx-ray
Lsun
X-ray
frac.
χH+
1 −10 1.0× 10−12 0.0050 32000 Thick 0.025 0.033 2.9× 10−8 0.23 –
−11 2.1× 10−14 0.0022 6300 Thin 1.2 3.4× 10−6 2.2× 10−11 0.83 3.5× 10−4
−12 9.9× 10−15 0.0021 5400 Thin 98 3.3× 10−8 1.1× 10−13 0.90 4.5× 10−5
5 −10 2.2× 10−14 0.0025 6900 Thin 0.028 9.5× 10−5 5.5× 10−8 0.92 5.4× 10−4
−11 7.2× 10−16 0.0023 5800 Thin 2.4 1.2× 10−7 1.9× 10−11 0.96 2.7× 10−4
−12 4.4× 10−16 0.0021 5000 Thin 200 9.4× 10−10 1.1× 10−13 0.96 3.2× 10−5
50 −10 2.5× 10−15 0.00091 6500 Thin 0.047 5.2× 10−5 2.1× 10−7 0.96 2.1× 10−4
−11 1.2× 10−16 0.00084 5500 Thin 4.0 4.4× 10−8 1.0× 10−10 0.97 8.3× 10−5
−12 8.2× 10−17 0.00079 4800 Thin 340 3.2× 10−10 7.0× 10−13 0.97 1.0× 10−5
Table 2: SM nugget properties for the benchmarks we consider. Thick/Thin refers to whether the
nugget is in the optically thick or thin regime, Self/Mirror gives the relative importance of self-
capture vs mirror-capture ( dN
(s)/dt
dN(m)/dt
), “X-ray frac.” is the fraction of total converted X-ray power
that escapes the nugget as signal, and χH+ is the ionization fraction of the hydrogen component of
the nugget, which dominates the free electron density. For the 1 Msun benchmark and  = 10−10,
the nugget luminosity we obtain exceeds that of the star, clearly signaling that our assumption of
neglecting the effect of the captured SM matter on the Mirror Star has broken down.
6.1 SM Nugget Profiles
In the optically thin regime the isothermal profile solution, given by (4.32), is determined
once we know the composition of the nugget and its equilibrium temperature. In Figure 4 we
show the nugget density profile for the 5 solar mass benchmark Mirror Star with  = 10−11.
In this case the temperature of the nugget is approximately Teq = 5900 K and its virial
radius is 0.17% the radius of the star, contained deep within the core region.
The profile we show in Figure 4 is representative of other optically thin benchmark
cases. The profile is very nearly a Gaussian, with a width that scales with T 1/2eq , and an
overall height which is set by the total amount of material captured.
In the optically thick regime with the conservative isothermal assumption, the nugget
radii are generally of order 0.1% of the star’s radius. The temperature of the nugget is a
factor of a few higher than in the optically thin case, see Table 2, which is reasonable given
it can only cool via surface emission, as opposed to optically thin bremsstrahlung emission
from the entire nugget.
We have not obtained explicit solutions for the density profile in the optically thick case,
except that the rough size of the distribution is given by the virial radius. Fortunately, at
our current level of precision, the predictions for the SM nugget emission spectra are quite
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Figure 4: SM nugget density profile for a benchmark Mirror Star. In grey we show the profile
one would obtain by assuming the nugget has constant density, with a radius given by the virial
theorem, as we assume in the more simplified calculation of [92]. For different values of , the shape
of the profile is essentially the same, its width scaling with T 1/2nugget . In orange we show the ionization
fraction of hydrogen (which dominates the free electron density); for the majority of the mass of
the nugget the variation in the level of ionization is modest, while it increases in the outer regions.
The optical depth due to free-free absorption depends only on the total density of free electrons,
which strictly decreases from the centre of the nugget outwards and vanishes at larger distances.
insensitive to the precise density profile of the nugget:
• The SM nugget radius, determined self-consistently by its average temperature, does
set the geometric self-capture rate, but a rough estimate of Rnugget by the virial
theorem is sufficient to estimate the number of captured SM nuclei NSM up to a
factor of about 2. Since all signals scale linearly with NSM , this sets the precision of
our luminosity predictions.
• The thermal emission spectrum (Section 5.2), which dominates the total luminosity,
is completely determined by NSM irrespective of the precise density profile. In the
optically thin case, this is because the local SM density drops out when solving for
temperature by equating the bremsstrahlung cooling and collisional heating rates. In
the optically thick case, it is because the black body emission power is completely
determined by size and radius of the nugget with our isothermal assumption.
• One might suspect that the precise shape of the density profile is important to deter-
mine the escaping X-ray fraction. However, the dependence on profile shape is very
modest as here well: substituting the gaussian solution derived in the optically thin
regime (blue curve in Figure 4) for the simple assumption of a constant SM nugget
density (grey curve) has minimal effect on the spectrum shape and changes the overall
X-ray luminosity by less than a factor of 2.
In the companion letter [92] we focus on the optically thin regime and make the simplifying
assumption of constant nugget density to derive the X-ray spectrum. Here, we use the more
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Figure 5: Modifications to original X-ray emission spectrum due to energy loss via Thomson
scattering and X-ray absorption. Absorption effects due to free-free absorption are stronger at
lower frequencies.
realistic gaussian profile of Figure 4) with width set by the virial radius for the optically
thin as well as the optically thick cases. We have not justified this by explicitly solving
for the profile shape in the optically thick case, but the signal only depends modestly on
the profile shape, and the Gaussian assumption is likely to be a better approximation than
constant density. We leave careful determination of the density distribution in the optically
thick case for more detailed future studies.
6.2 SM Nugget Emission Spectra
We now discuss the thermal and X-ray emissions of the SM nuggets for our benchmark
scenarios.
In Figure 5 we show the modifications to the original X-ray emission spectrum due
to both energy loss and absorption, for the 5 solar mass benchmark star with  = 10−11.
We can see that absorption is significantly more important at lower X-ray frequencies,
while for higher frequencies the energy loss in scattering processes is more important. This
demonstrates that both effects need to be taken into account in order to obtain the correct
final signal shape.
In Figure 6 we show results for the full SM photon emission spectra for all of our
benchmarks. Characteristic of all of the cases we study is the clear distinction between the
two signals, the thermal emission of the nugget and the converted X-ray emission. Since
the former has a characteristic temperature of ∼ 104 K (temperature of the nugget) and
the latter has a temperature of ∼ 107 K (temperature of the Mirror Star core), the two
features in the spectrum are very distinct. In the optically thin cases, the thermal emission
has the characteristic shape of bremsstrahlung emission, given by (5.8), which is mostly
flat for frequencies below the temperature of the gas. The attenuation of the curve at
low frequencies is due to free-free absorption by the mirror stellar matter, which is more
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Figure 6: Nugget emission spectra for all of the benchmarks we consider. We plot the intensity
per unit frequency in Watt-seconds as a function of photon energy. Solid lines indicate benchmarks
for which the nugget is optically thin, while dashed lines indicate optically thick benchmarks.
Attenuation at low frequencies is due to free-free absorption by mirror electrons, hence is more
pronounced at higher values of . We do not show the spectra from the 1 solar mass  = 10−10
benchmark, since, as explained in the text, the total predicted luminosity is greater than the
luminosity of the star, signaling that our assumptions of ignoring the effect of the SM nugget on
the Mirror Star itself have broken down
important at higher values of . In the optically thick case, the nugget emission is assumed
to be black body, with attenuation in the low frequency part of the spectrum by free-free
absorption by mirror matter, and attenuation at X-ray frequencies due to ionization of
atoms in the nugget. Table 2 shows that, as expected, the fraction of converted X-rays
escaping the nugget is much higher in the optically thin case than the optically thick case.
It is possible that additional, unaccounted for sources of opacity alter some of our re-
sults. Small quantities of heavier elements with smaller ionization energies than hydrogen
in the SM nugget may give extra contributions to opacity from photoionization processes.
Furthermore, we have neglected the effect of negative hydrogen ions, which have an ‘ion-
ization’ energy of around 0.7 eV, so thermal photons at temperatures ∼ 4000 − 7000 K
have enough energy to liberate the extra electron and be absorbed. Negative hydrogen
ions are in fact an important contribution to the opacity of stellar atmospheres [115]. Even
so, we do not expect this to significantly alter our conclusions. It may be that some of
our optically thin benchmarks become optically thick after including these extra sources of
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opacity. This would not change the total luminosity per mass of the nugget, though it may
shift the surface temperature. A greater opacity translates to a larger, less dense nugget,
which means that more SM matter gets captured and more of the X-ray signal will escape.
Therefore, in neglecting these sources of opacity, our present calculation is conservative in
that it underestimates both the X-ray and the thermal signal. We intend to revisit these
subtleties in a future work.
6.3 Mirror Star Detection Prospects
The calculations outlined above allow us to estimate the shape and overall luminosity of
the two distinct Mirror Star signatures. A common feature of all our benchmarks is a
thermal signature in the visible or near-visible spectrum – with colour temperatures not
very different from those of ordinary stars – and an X-ray signal characteristic of the core
temperature of the Mirror Star, with photon energies in the range 1-10 keV. Compared
to standard astrophysical objects, such a signature is spectacularly alien. In most cases
the optical signal is much too faint to be compatible with its high temperature, due to the
nugget sitting in the gravitational well of the much more massive, invisible object and being
weakly coupled to its (much hotter) thermal bath. The dual visible and X-ray signatures
suggest an object that somehow has two distinct and widely different temperatures. This
signature is a smoking gun of a Mirror Star.
Full-sky searches for nearby, faint objects are an obvious way to search for Mirror Stars.
An object about 10−3 times the luminosity of the sun (not an unreasonable figure for a value
of  between 10−10 and 10−11) could be detected by Gaia within approximately 1000 light
years. Other benchmarks can be much dimmer and could likely only be seen if they were
significantly closer. The X-ray luminosity of our Mirror Stars is likely too dim to be detected
by an X-ray full sky search. More promising is the possibility that, once candidates have
been identified in optical surveys, an X-ray telescope such as Chandra could be pointed in
the same direction with a long exposure. Taking Chandra’s best, long exposure sensitivity
as a benchmark (as achieved during its survey of the Hubble Deep Field North, approx.
4.9× 10−17 erg m−2 s−1 in the 0.5-2 keV band, and 2.3× 10−16 erg m−2 s−1 in the 2-8 keV
band [116]), we find that the X-ray signal could also be resolved a little over 100 light years
away, depending on the benchmark.
In Figure 7 we plot the signatures for a variety of benchmarks Mirror Stars on a
Hertzsprung-Russell-type diagram. For each star we show both the visible and the X-ray
signals, connected by a line, along with an indication of how far away we expect such
luminosities to be observable. Benchmarks with optically thin nuggets are denoted by
circles, and those with optically thick nugget by triangles.
For a solar mass Mirror Star with  = 10−10, the star captures so much material that
the heating rate calculated according to Section 5 is higher than the overall luminosity of
the Mirror Star. Taken seriously, this would imply that the nugget is able to draw heat
from the Mirror Star core so efficiently that it is able to ‘quench’ the star, clearly violating
our assumption that the accumulated SM matter does not significantly influence the Mirror
Star. Furthermore, the SM nugget is optically thick in these cases, and it is possible that
radiative heat transport is inefficient enough that the inner layers of the nugget thermalize
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Figure 7: A Hertzsprung-Russell diagram showing the dual signatures of our Mirror Star bench-
marks. The plot shows luminosity against temperature, and each star is represented by two points
connected by a line, each star having both a thermal emission in visible frequencies and an X-ray
emission. The solid lines show the approximate distances up to which such objects could be ob-
servable via different observational techniques. The observability of the visible frequency signal is
compared to Gaia’s reach for objects of the same absolute magnitude, and the observability of the
X-ray signal is compared to the limiting sensitivity of the Chandra X-ray Observatory. The kink in
the X-ray sensitivity lines results from us selecting whichever of the two X-ray energy bands has a
better sensitivity for a black body signature at that temperature. One of the points has been made
transparent; this is the benchmark for which the luminosity of the nugget exceeds that of the star,
signaling that our assumptions of ignoring the effect of the SM nugget on the Mirror Star itself have
broken down.
with the Mirror Star core. In that case our calculation of the heating rate in Section 5 is
no longer reliable, since it assumes that heat flows only from hot mirror matter to much
cooler SM matter. This is particularly interesting because it suggests that accumulation of
mirror matter in our sun could lead to observable deviations from the standard model of
solar physics, supplying new bounds on theories of Neutral Naturalness and other models
with an asymmetric dissipative dark matter component. An analysis of these more extreme
scenarios is currently in preparation.
7 Conclusions and Outlook
Mirror Stars are a generic prediction of complex dark sectors containing analogues of nuclear
physics and electromagnetism, and arise in well-motivated models that address the hierarchy
problem, like the asymmetrically reheated Mirror Twin Higgs framework [26, 77, 78, 89].
In this paper, we study their astrophysical signatures for the first time.
We show that if the dark and SM photon have a small kinetic mixing  < 10−9, Mirror
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Figure 8: A Hertzsprung-Russell diagram showing the dual signatures of our helium rich Mirror
Star benchmarks. Labeling same as Figure 7.
Stars capture SM matter from the interstellar medium in their cores. This SM nugget is
heated up by highly suppressed interactions with the mirror matter, giving rise to a thermal
emission signal at T ∼ 104 K at optical and IR frequencies. The amount of captured SM
matter, and hence the total SM photon luminosity, depends simply on the size and age of
the Mirror Star, as well as fundamental parameters of the hidden sector. The captured SM
matter also acts as a catalyst for mirror Thomson conversion of thermal mirror X-rays in
the Mirror Star core. A fraction of these X-rays escapes the SM nugget and can be observed
at frequencies ∼ Tcore, providing a direct window into the Mirror Star interior and the dark
nuclear processes that reign within.
This double signature is highly distinctive. In optical surveys, Mirror Stars would
look similar to white dwarfs, but likely with an absolute luminosity much too low to be
consistent with a known astrophysical stellar object at the observed temperature. This itself
is a remarkable signature, but a dedicated follow-up X-ray observation can then detect the
X-ray conversion signal, providing the smoking gun of a Mirror Star. For  ∼ 10−12−10−10,
we find that optical surveys like Gaia and X-ray observatories like Chandra could discover
Mirror Stars at distances up to 100-1000 light years away.
At higher photon mixings  & 10−10, Mirror Stars might look superficially like White
Dwarfs, though detailed spectral analysis is still likely to uncover inconsistencies. In this
case, the X-ray signal would still provide conclusive evidence of the Mirror Star’s na-
ture, providing additional motivation to study white dwarfs with X-ray observations, see
also [117]. Kinetic mixing values in this range could also be constrained by mirror capture
in the Sun, depending on the density of the “mirror interstellar medium”.
Our investigation used SM-like Mirror Stars as a benchmark. We showed that estima-
tion of their signal as a function of dark photon kinetic mixing  only requires knowledge of
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their rough mass, lifetime, and core temperature, in addition to the fundamental parame-
ters of the hidden sector. This makes it straightforward to apply our techniques to Mirror
Stars arising in more general or motivated hidden sector theories like Neutral Naturalness,
which we will investigate in the future. An understanding of mirror stellar astrophysics will
also allow us to study other signatures, like mirror supernovae, or mirror stellar relics that
could show up in gravitational wave observations.
In conclusion, we have shown that Mirror Stars generate highly distinctive and discov-
erable signals that provide robust windows into the underlying hidden sector physics. The
discovery potential is impressive, and deserves dedicated observations to open up a new
fundamental frontier into our universe’s dark matter sector.
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